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Talk about what is the digital economy and what digitalization means for the statistical system, specifically in the area of prices.Although the digitalization comes with many challenges in measuring  social and economic activities it also provides a number of opportunities for improving statistical measurements.I will then provide an overview of some of the initiatives that Statcan has in place currently to meet these challenges and take advantages of the opportunities presented.And I will conclude with some of the next steps, meaning how we see the current projects unfolding and also areas where we are planning to pursue research.



In a few words

Digitalization

Digital Economy
Sharing economy Big Data Internet of things

E-commerce
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What is the Digital Economy?Converting information into a digital formatThere is no clear definition because it is:Part productPart distributionPart intermediationPart oldPart newPart businessPart householdPart nationalPart internationalThe digital economy is pervasive – touching most aspects of our lives and therefore impacting all aspects of statistical measurement.Similar and different at once. We have new products but even when many products which are the same, but in some cases the way they are delivered is different. Ecommerce – Payments for goods or services over the internet e.g. intact e-transfer, visa, Amazon, Apple pay, android pay.Economic activity surrounding digital goods and services e.g. Netflix, Spotify, online gaming.Sharing economy – Economic activity of sharing of good and services facilitated by the internet. E.g. Uber, AirBnBAnd since prices are associated with both products and services, the digitalization of the economy does have an important impact on the collection of price data, on what we need to collect and of course on how we assess the quality change in products and services for which we are assessing price changes. And just to set the stage, in Canada, our approach is evolutive in nature; evolution not revolution is the strategy as we need to know more before we make drastic changes to our approaches to calculating price indexes.  So we are attacking the problem in many different ways, learning along the way and adjusting.



Data Sources

Source Retailers Data availability

Scanner Data Food retailers Prices, characteristics and 
quantity

Web-scraping Canadian retailers: miscellaneous 
categories Prices and characteristics

Application Programming
Interface (API)

Aggregators for hotels, flights, car 
rentals, package holidays, etc. Prices and characteristics

Other Data 3rd party providers Prices and some 
characteristics
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First of all the digitalization of many transactions has created more data sources than before.  Just going into the store and collecting a price is no longer the only option. So we are now exploiting at StatCan scanner data obtained directly from the retailers, we use web scrapping (sometimes directly done by us and in other cases through a third party provider), Application Programming Interfaces for products related to the travel industry as well as third party providers. Each one of these new modes of collection has some advantages but also many challenges. Scanner data:Fairly complex to negotiate agreements with grocery store chainsData of very good quality but we have had to develop Machine Learning algorithms to classify the informationData is received much more frequently than through in-store collection but this requires decisions on what to integrate and when; this has led us to also start discussions abound revising some of the price indexes which we publish outside of the CPI, for example for specific product categories by city. Web scrapping information is of good quality, it is more easy to classify than the scanner data  but we took a risk in scrapping websites which normally would not allow the use of this information for anything but purchases; in this case we developed a communication strategy where we informed the website owner of our intention to scrape but did not ask for permission;API data is an excellent source however, it is difficult to assess change in quality to the same degree as when you collect the data directly from a web site;



Prices from digital sources  

Web Scraping 
data for: 

• Clothing stores
• General 

Merchandisers
• Home improvement
• Electronics and 

Appliances

API data for:  

• Airlines 
• Hotels
• Car Rentals

Scanner data for: 

• Food
• Personal Care 
• Household 

operations

In-house Internet 
collection of: 

• Travel
• Transportation
• Communications
• Furniture
• Services
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Here is how we are currently using the alternative sources in the CPI:Receiving scanner data from 2 retailers currently and one more in progress.  It covers food, personal care and household operations; we have so far done a one to one replacement only, meaning that only the in-sample good were replaced by scanner data; a broader implementation is planned for later as we first wanted to ensure that our classification of scanner data is correct and that our entire data processing system works well.Receiving web scrape data for 10-15 major online retail websites; clothing is one item we are using this for because we really want to move out of going into clothing stores to collect as it is extremely expensive; we are also using this opportunity to rethink how we evaluate the quality change for clothing as the methods are really based on the way clothes were made 15 years ago and those standards no longer apply; Receiving API data for Air, Hotel and Car rental data ; this is because we assume that most personal travel is booked through the internet so we no longer do any other collection for this; In house online collection of:Airfares, Hotels, Car Rentals, Rails fares, Bus faresElectronics, toys, booksFurniture, cookware : very easy to get this informationoffice supplies: we were not allowed to go into stores so this is a good alternativeInternet Access, Wireless Plans and PhonesNo quality adjustment for NetflixMusic streaming not yet in sampleSo you can see that using the electronically available data has opened up new opportunities: for expanding the range of products we include, for updating our methodology of quality adjustments and also for achieving some savings;



Comparing instore vs online data
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Average Price of  Web Scraped vs In-store, same product

Webscrape by month Webscrape by Week Field data

vs

onlinestore.ca
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Web scraped data gives us the granularity to calculate weekly price movement compared to monthly from field dataOnline prices move drastically week to week for this product.Overall monthly movements show cheaper monthly average prices and smaller increases in July and August compared to In store locationsThis has also been confirmed by a paper “the Amazon effect” which concluded that not only do the prices move more when you include online but that the geographical isolation of price movements is no longer in play: price movements are reflected across all geographical zones;So essentially using the web scrapped data allows us to have a much more accurate measure of price movements;



Increased product coverage
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Web scraped data carries all the products sold online in comparison to just a sample of products in the field dataFor example, the availability of the product  online fluctuates greatly from week to week which is not the case in stores.More sales are seen online than in the field data with greater average discounts on those products. Richer analysis can be done on the factors of price movement such as:Proportion of sales Product churnSpeed of price change



API data for Air Transportation
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Using flight data from global distribution systems (GDS) companies to modernize the air transportation IndexKey advantagesLarger sample : data on all possible flights and destinationSignificant cost savingsReal-time data These data will be implemented in production in April;We are still choosing the number of destinations and the number of carriers which are representatives for the Canadian consumer.  You can see from the diagram that there are just too many flights to possibly include them all, at least not for now. In the future, as we improve our use of ML we should be able to process more information and therefore include more flights. 



• Some CPI aggregates 
are fully or partially 
priced online

• Necessitates close 
monitoring of evolving 
consumer shopping 
habits

Integration of online pricing

Source: MRTS 2017-04 to current

CPI aggregates fully priced online

• Hotel accommodations
• Air fares
• Rental cars
• Telephone services (local and 

cellular)
• Internet access services
• Inter-city trains and buses
• Local transit
• Driver’s licenses
• Passports
• Passenger vehicle registration fees
• Retail club memberships
• School books
• Cars

CPI aggregates partially priced online

• Travel tour packages
• Furniture
• Mattresses
• Household textiles (sheets, towels, 

window coverings)
• Toys, games and hobby supplies
• Household appliances
• Cookware
• Tableware
• Tablets
• Photographic equipment and supplies
• Audio equipment
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In summary this is how we have integrated online pricing into the Canadian CPI to date. In the first column the prices are equally weighted for now.



Implementing more online data in the future

Future Trends
• Scope definition could extend beyond 

country
• Growth online marketplace
• New product offers: Internet Of Things 

Sharing Economy
• Netflix & Spotify
• Uber & Lyft
• Airbnb

Web Scraped
• Online vs instore

• Clothing 
• Electronics

Application 
Programming 
Interfaces (APIs)

• Travel
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We are also starting to look further at the shared economy and monitor future trends:Shared economy into the CPI : a new source of pricing since a new possibility for consumersUber, Lyft and AirbnbWe have conducted two years ago a profiling of Uber to understand where the company operates, its pricing scheme, etc. This has been a big challenge as there is not a lot of information.  More recently we have looked at Airbnd again to understand the products that are being offered and how they are priced.  I will show some of the conclusions so far.Monitoring future trends	Internet of things products One of the major issues for Canada  is Cross boarder shopping from major online retailers in the US. Currently we do not include any pricing for goods bought abroad, nr do we have any weight indicating how much.  We are however starting a study to look into whether the scope of the Canadian CPI should be extended beyond the country orders.



Growing supply
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I talked about the sharing economy; Here is the study we did on Airbnb.This slide is to show the increase in supply of unique property types.  The next slide will show the increase in demand.



And growing demand
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This slide shows the growth in demand for unique property types – the same type of growth occurs among the bigger property types (House, apartment)This means that we would have to look at integrated into the CPI a variety of properties. One of the challenges we found in this case is that we cannot separate easily what the consumer paid for the room without the platform fee. 



Prices Investigation areas 

Driver Analytical Questions

Assessing exchange rate 
pass-through

Should the scope of the Canadian CPI be broadened to US or 
international online retailers?

Are Canadian and US prices moving in tandem for the same good?

Pricing dynamics Is the price collection frequency affecting the measured inflation?

Price differentials

Are prices moving differently for online vs brick-and mortal stores 
for the same good?

Are online prices uniform across all Canadian regions? Does it 
depend on retail sectors?
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For price differential assessment, hard to account for differences in service level e.g. shipping and delivery speed, customer service, return policy. 



Conceptual challenges

• Bundling of services – Communications / Cable / Internet
• Shipping charges - Variable depending on purchase 

amount
• Quality adjustment - Service level and shipping speed
• Scope of Canadian CPI – Geographical boundary 

definition to reflect changing consumer shopping habits 
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Background: Cellular Services Index moves even if the service plan prices don’t.The volatility in the current index is generated by frequent changes in average subsidy estimate driven by changes in on-contract smartphone prices. Current volatility in Cellular Services caused by changes in smartphone prices will be moved to smartphone category. Solution Separate cellular services and smartphone pricing into corresponding categories (Cellular Services under Communication, Smartphones under Computer and supplies) Develop pricing method for Smartphones Cellular services will include only service plan prices and changes therein, resulting in improved stability and representativeness. Smartphone price movements will be based on collected data for 4 phones (Current iPhone, Previous iPhone, Samsung flagship, an Economy model) Quality Adjustment Compare introduction price of the new version to the introduction price of the previous version of the same phoneUse 50/50 rule for quality adjustment upon substitution50% of the difference between those “introductory” prices will be considered quality change, so we will reduce the introductory price of the new version by this amount.  Shipping charges : show we account for them or ignore them? How to integrate? We do not adjust as we do not get good weights from the SHS to adjust for these. Remaining QuestionsWhy do some indices seem to be significantly affected by online pricing, while others do not?�What other factors could be confounding these results? Why might the strongest affected indices have become more volatile in recent years?�What “control” indices (other than the all-items CPI) could be used to set a baseline for changes in mean and standard deviation of monthly movement over the same time periods as the indices discussed in this report?�Regionality. The nature of the Amazon Effect would indicate that online retailers are bringing urban prices to rural areas via the internet. Is the effect stronger in some provinces than others?t, it is hard to account for differences in service level e.g. shipping and delivery speed, customer service , return policy. 



The Bottom Line

Prices are less static.  A dynamic approach needed for the CPI measurement.

Digital Economy presents an opportunity to improve the quality and coverage of price statistics

The growing impact of the digital economy will continue to be analyzed and monitored.



THANK YOU!
For more information 
please visit, 
www.statcan.gc.ca

#StatCan100
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